
The Reign of God

Please read Job chapters 1-2

One Wednesday in March 1996 a gunman burst into a school
gymnasium in Dunblane, Scotland, and killed more than a
dozen children aged between 4 and 6, a teacher, and finally

himself.
A few years ago my wife was visiting a lady in Stoke Mandeville

Hospital near our home in Buckinghamshire and heard of a man who
had been involved in a car accident nearly two years earlier. He had
been paralysed from the waist down and spent almost two years in the
hospital. When he was finally allowed home, he was involved in
another car accident within twenty-four hours, and re-admitted. This
time he had been paralysed from the shoulders down.

Christians are not exempt from apparently senseless suffering. The
story of Joni Eareckson is well-known: as a young girl of 17 out for a day’s
swimming, she dived into too shallow a pool and broke her neck; she has
been in a wheel-chair ever since. Less well known is the story of Glenn
Chambers, a young man from New York. He had a life-long dream to
serve God in Ecuador; at last the day of his departure came. Trying to find
some paper to write a quick note to his mother from the airport, he found
a sheet with the word ‘Why?’ printed in large letters in the middle. He
scribbled the note, posted it––and that night his aeroplane crashed into a
Colombian mountain. When his mother received that last note, the
obvious question shouted up at her from the page: ‘Why?’

‘If there is a God of love, why is there so much suffering in the
world?’
Perhaps no question is asked more often than that when Christians try
to witness for Christ. We tell others about the magnificent love of God,
but they have a problem. What they see of the world does not seem to
square with the idea that God is love!

It is a very real question. No-one in these television-dominated days
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can fail to realise that the world is full of suffering. It may be bombs in
Bosnia or famine in Africa, but night after night the news is much the
same. Suffering, suffering and more suffering. 

It is also a very relevant question. Suffering is not simply an abstract,
faraway thing. It does not just happen ‘out there’ or to ‘someone else.’
Some suffer more than others, certainly; but is it not true that all of us
suffer in this life? There are no exceptions; if we live long enough, we
will all know suffering and grief to a greater or lesser extent.

It is also a very reasonable question. When we are on the receiving
end, it is only human to ask this question in many forms. ‘Why me?’ we
may ask. ‘Am I suffering because I am a sinner? Am I more of a sinner
than those who do not suffer so much? Why does God allow me to
suffer so much––is it because he does not care about me? Or, if he cares,
is he powerless to help?’

Questions like this often erupt from within us at a time when it is
hard for us to think rationally. They go round and round in our heads,
and only serve to make everything so much worse.

Such questions cannot be answered by looking inside ourselves; it is
just here that the book of Job is so helpful. As we examine its teaching,
we will see that asking questions is not a sin in itself––although our
attitude at the time might be. We will also see (and this is a main lesson
of the book of Job) that suffering is not always a sign of sin in our life.

Job is a book about a man who suffered. He was a godly man, but
that did not stop a depth of suffering that, happily, most of us are
strangers to. In his agony Job asked the very questions we ask, and the
book of Job points us in the way of some answers. It by no means tells us
everything! But if we want to understand suffering, we can do no better
than study Job.

The Drama begins
In the very first chapter of the book we are told something that Job
never finds out. We are told that his sufferings stem from a
confrontation in heaven.

In the first scene of the book all God’s angels appear before him, and
Satan is with them. God draws Satan’s attention to Job, a godly man.
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But Satan responds in a challenging way; Job is only godly, says Satan,
because godliness pays. God rewards Job’s godliness, and Job is
interested in the rewards, not in God. (See 1:9-11.)

But God knows that is not true. To prove his case, God gives Satan
permission to take away all Job’s property, ‘only do not lay a hand on
his person’ (1:12). So Satan leaves God’s presence, and Job loses
everything. A black day dawns when one messenger after another
brings Job bad news. First his oxen and donkeys are stolen, and his
servants killed. Then he hears that his sheep and their shepherds have
been killed, and next it is the turn of the camels and their keepers.
Finally, worst of all, comes the news that a great wind has destroyed the
house with all Job’s sons and daughters inside. Every one of them is
dead. Although Job must have been crushed by all this news his reaction
is the very picture of godly trust. He says, ‘Naked I came from my
mother’s womb, and naked shall I return there. The Lord gave and the
Lord has taken away; blessed be the name of the Lord,’ (1:21). We are
specifically told that no taint of sin marred his reaction (verse 22).

God’s case therefore––that Job is godly for its own sake––seems to be
proved, and God says so the next time Satan appears before him (2:3).
But Satan is ready with his answer. ‘Of course Job still worships you,’ he
says. ‘You’re still rewarding him! Doesn’t he have his health? Isn’t that
more important than anything else? Take away his health and you’ll see
how Job really feels about you!’ (See 2:4,5)

Yet again, God knows his man, and Satan is allowed to steal Job’s
health. Again there are limits set by God: Job must not die. Once more
Satan leaves God’s presence, and Job’s affliction begins. He becomes ill,
and is covered from head to foot with painful sores. We do not know
the exact nature of Job’s illness, but we know enough! It was an illness
that afflicted his whole body, and brought him into the most disgusting
condition. When, finally, his friends come to visit him, they are
speechless at what they see (2:13)!

There is an important lesson here. We may sing very easily, ‘Our
God reigns’––and of course it is true, as we shall see. But to sing that in
light, and ease, and comfort is one thing. The real test comes when we
are in darkness, and illness, and great discomfort. How do we feel
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then? What do we sing then? Job is a lesson to us, for still his reaction is
free of sin. ‘Shall we indeed accept good from God, and not accept
adversity?’ he asks (2:10).

That is the story of the first two chapters in outline; now we need to
take a closer look at the main characters in the drama. 

The Characters

1. Job
There are many things we are not told about Job––things that perhaps
we would like to know. We are not told, for example, when he lived;
there is some doubt too about where he lived. (That is, we are not
completely certain where the land of Uz (1:1) actually was.) But the
Bible was not written to satisfy our curiosity and these things are really
not important. But there are at least two very important things we are
told about Job.

Firstly Job was a worshipping man. The very first verse of the book
tells us that he was blameless and upright. Of course, no man is perfect
and Job was no exception. But if you had known him you would have
been completely unable to fault his life. He was blameless: he was not
deliberately disobedient to God’s perfect law. He was upright: he had a
standard, a rule for living, and he lived by it. Just as a wall’s uprightness
can be demonstrated with a plumb-line, so Job’s uprightness could be
demonstrated by God’s law. He was a man who shunned evil. If we are
to understand the book of Job at all, it is vitally important to recognise
that Job was a righteous man. For this reason, we will return to the
subject of Job’s innocence later.

For now, let us ask why Job lived such a life. The answer we are given
is that Job ‘feared God and [therefore] shunned evil.’ (1:1).

This does not mean that Job lived a trembling, frightened sort of life,
terrified that he might make God angry. That is not what ‘the fear of the
Lord’ means in the Bible. It does mean that the reality of God’s existence
dominated Job’s life. He knew that one day he would have to face God.
One day he would have to ‘give account of himself to God’ (Romans
14:12)––that is, of the way he had lived and the things he had done.
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This made him very careful. Job was a wise man, because ‘the fear of the
Lord is the beginning of wisdom’ (Proverbs 9:10).

One example of Job’s godly carefulness is given in verse 5 of chapter
1. Job offered sacrifices in case his children had sinned. Today, many
people (even some Christians) have a very poor understanding of what
sin is and can even talk about ‘not sinning.’ But Job knew very well that
God’s standards are high, and it is possible to sin unknowingly or inad-
vertently. It is not only sin when we deliberately and rebelliously choose
to do what God has forbidden. Because our natures are corrupt, and
because our understanding of God is imperfect, we may sin without
knowing it. But it is still sin, and Job was careful to see that such sins
were atoned for.

Secondly, Job was a wealthy man. In fact, he was very rich: ‘this man
was the greatest of all the people of the East’ (1:3) and ‘greatest’ here
means ‘richest.’

This may surprise some people. We are not used to the godly being
rich, or to the rich being godly. We know that great wealth usually
comes only through the sort of single-minded effort that leaves very
little time to attend to our souls. In fact wealth may bring a self-
sufficient arrogance that reminds us of the old joke: ‘He was a self-made
man who worshipped his creator.’

Wealth has many dangers, and so the Bible warns us against riches
many times. We forget too easily that what matters most is not this
world and our day-to-day living, but the next world, and the day of the
Lord. Riches, however much we have, will not be able to help us then.
‘Riches do not profit in the day of wrath’ (Proverbs 11:4).

In fact, being rich can get in the way of our soul’s salvation. The rich
fall into many temptations (1 Timothy 6:9) which can lead to all kinds
of evil deeds (1 Timothy 6:10). Being rich can lead us to deny the Lord
(Proverbs 30:8,9). The danger is so great that Jesus warned ‘It is easier
for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter
the kingdom of God,’ (Mark 10:25). The wise man, therefore, is the one
who stores up treasures in heaven, not on earth, (Matthew 6:19).

But although it is hard, it is possible to be both godly and very rich.
Job was such a man.
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